Abstract. Although amount of digital archives on tangible cultural heritage has been built in past few years, intangible cultural heritage is still needed to be explored. To retain and propagate the cherished Chinese cultural heritage, such as classic poetry which reflect the life experience, characteristics of people, and features of the culture, is crucial to people of a nation. Cultural and creative design needs a variety of digital carriers to enhance industry production. New forms of visualized tools are more helpful for building an efficient product design model. Therefore, a new interpretation of the meaning of the intangible culture can discover the value and benefits of its industrial development.
Introduction
Arts and Humanities era of dynamic, advanced technology only changes the life style, but changes the public thinking. Through the Chinese poetries connect past and present, across the fields of literature and art and trigger more digital life aesthetics. No matter how it changes, the important thing is the constant sense of cultural belonging. By using technology to reinterpret the cultural connotations, will combine dynamic elements and historic cultural products, to trigger people emotions, and increase value added of cultural products. Let Chinese poetries' artistic conception resonate with products, breaking the barriers between traditional arts and modernize will be the advantage of digitization. However, the masses often have the wrong viewpoint with cultural products which produce via the cultural exploration. They believe that cultural industries are the aggregate of technologies duplications to complete the cultural transmission business activities. However, designers are usually misunderstood to be only as a major role leading this product design and development processes. How could people don't know that if exploration, translate intangible cultural code and extracting culture can deeply rooted in products, will reverses the public specific impression of cultural products. It shows their fully diversity and uniqueness, and properly combined with the concepts of cultural preservation. Therefore, it can truly enhance people's cultural identity and sense of belonging to the local culture.
The main purpose of this research is building a modality for applying the intangible cultural assets of digital visualization on cultural products design. Expect to transfer the classical Chinese poetries' impressive understanding (intangible cultural code) onto product design creation successfully, in order to provide references and application of cultural creative industries in the future.
Literature Review

Rhetoric Analysis of Vocabulary of Chinese Poetry Conception
From the view of metaphor techniques and semiology, Switzerland Linguistics Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913) has first distinguished 'signifier' and 'signified' of semiology definition [1] . For example, the shapes and colors of products are 'signifier', expressing the meaning of products themselves or culture connotations are 'signified'. Those became the basis of metaphor rhetoric in literature. Back in Greece, in pre-Socratic began to study the motivations of the symbol, which is the relationship between word exploration and word expression. The development from last 10 to 20 years has proved metaphor and semiology are used not only widely in the field of philology, but design, architecture, advertising, graphics and multimedia, and so on, all applications can be found. In addition, poetries are interactively use metaphor and metonymy to transfer the relationship between messages and symbols. Analyzing and discussing the design techniques of cultural products, the application of product design through cultural code conversing design elements can be divided into two categories (Table 1) . Those three metaphors show product implications; with directly or indirectly borrowed methods express design elements applications on the product appearance or of the pattern decoration. 
Cultural Code Used in Creative Product Design
The concept formation of product design is often through the analysis process of visible objects process is interpreted and gives all the possible implications [2] . According to Ferdinand de Saussure's (the linguist) semiology which is studying the development of symbols essence, the regular development of symbols, symbolic meanings and the relationship between symbols and many activities of human being [3] . Each subject area has its own different semiology, will definitely be divergence on discussed in theory, but its arguments are the same: that took all our human cultural phenomenon as a system, or, all cultural activities as a message communication [4] . With regard to product semantics is through the analysis of symbolic meaning, integrating semantic concepts into product design. However, its emphasis is the structural relationship between symbol with referent and the form of symbolization. It's based on Reinhart Butter who is from Ohio State University in United State first said it in early 1980's. Later, McCoy led the graduate of the Cranbrook Academy to use the concept of symbolic meaning on product design practices and try using metaphors, simile, allegory and analogy to create relevance between technology products in visual perception and human daily life [5, 6, 7 and 8] . Therefore, the product semantics technique can be properly combined in the process of product design, and give it a unique culture through the communication of symbol systems' meaning, then create a dedicated relationship between product and human interaction. "Cultural code" first used by Roland. By Bart in 1974, he analyzed the view through the narrative structure and defines five function symbols which mention in this text-hermeneutic code, prokinetic code, semantic code, symbolic code and cultural code [9] . The concept of design code which is really applied to product design was started in the prime of Ulm School of Design. Until 1980, northern Europe and few colleges in United States have also been developed gradually. Therefore, it establishes the basis of theoretical foundation of the later product semantics. The relative research such as Hjelm [5] , who discusses about the view about products design connotation from semiology, and relevance between shaped aesthetics and information technology; Lin [1] divides code into three layers, which are functional codes, emotional codes and communicational codes, those corresponds with Modernism, post modernism and the products semantic in industrial design history, and explains the cognitive differences which are caused by encoding and decoding through the concept of semiotic combination of 'can refer to', 'by refer to' in semiology [10] ; Yang [2] has different viewpoint that cultural product design is rooted in exploration of cultural anthropology, mastered cultural elements and characteristics in cultural level, and apply the emphasis require of pattern symbols and meaning expression of code level; at the design level, focused on the creation of product appearance, sense of aesthetic and functionality.
Digital Visualization of Cultural Commodities Designing
Design promotion and practice of cultural goods is one of the main development projects for the governments of every countries in recent years, applying the intangible cultural assets through the form of digital visualization onto cultural products design, by using innovative design achieves cultural spirit and founding the regional economy [11] . 'Design' not only can improve aesthetics consciousness, but a commercial marketing and an effective way and tool of profit increasing; for and other certainty, 'design' responses human being's constantly innovation and changes, designer must through the analysis of cultural code to express customers' own growth course, triggers them to understand symbols meaning and the emotion in it; reflects the emotional experience on product, meet consumers perception preference, in order to established deeper mood links, and reached consumers deeper expects, using needs and desire [12] . Digital technology performances of visualizing cultural products design, includes animation and interactive installation design of temple murals of cultural industry (Figure 1 ), the smart phone interface design, Chinese health care concepts and APP design, such as online interactive games. 
Method
According to above metaphor rhetoric text analysis, Roland Barthes' semiology theory of 'two orders of signification', shape and spirit conversion with products semantics as research method, constructed the research process and steps of intangible culture assets' digital visualization application on cultural products design of analyzing Chinese poetries mood. This research first discuss relative references of literature metaphor techniques and the semiology theory, for analyzing poetry text and extracting its images word, and through expert questionnaire analysis; collecting digital code visualization; then, show poetries conception by using digital 2-D visual design to interpret the elements of conversion. , selected Liu Yu-Xi's "Bamboo Twig song" (Zhu Zhi Ci), and Bai Ju-Yi's "A Flower It Seems" (Hua Fei Hua), analyze them through rhetoric and semantic two orders sequence Tablele meaning. Both two will be the mainly 2-D visual design selection. Design divided into five steps: (1) to use semiology to understand poetry introduction of Tang dynasty; (2) to analyze poetry and cultural code by 'two orders of signification' pattern; (3) through a semi-structured questionnaire to capture design elements; (4) to analyze of the survey results, and (5) to use digital visualization images interpreting Chinese poetries' conception, and complete the film by 2-D digital visualization design.
Results and Discussion
This study used semiology analyzing poetries of Tang dynasty, and supplemented by expert analysis of questionnaire results to explore the word image of poetry contents. Firstly, research samples screening was conducted with metaphor rhetoric in poetries, and then meanings of characterization analysis was the second procedure according to 'two orders of signification' claimed by Roland Barthes' semiotics; meanwhile, the experts' analysis of questionnaire results and relevance into right design elements was essential in order to understand whether this intangible cultural asset symbol imagery of poems have been transformed accurately, then, using 2-D visual digitization design to interpret the design elements, in order to show the conception of poetries.
Analysis of Semiotics to Understand Texts of Poems in the Tang Dynasty
From past to now, over thousands of well-known poets have been created over ten million poems, including poems in general, classical poems, modern style poems, poetry of Tang dynasty and Qu-Fu of Yuan dynasty, and even modern poetry. To use traditional Chinese classic poetry text as collected principles of research sample, this research is based on metaphor, with situation to describe it how it works, thereby analyze the poetry description of its background and the meanings of word image of poetry contents. Thereafter, to analyze the state of creation dissimulated in the deeply of poetry, the message behind it, and the description of its unreal situation. In addition, this study took the associated substitution of experience by categorization, moreover, analyzed and understood more about text in its rhetoric techniques and transition mood (Table 2), (Table  3) . 
poetry creation background
This Ci poem uses lots of metaphors, and the topic is about official courtesans. "In bloom, she's not a flower;" in the first sentence describes how gorgeous are courtesans' appearance. The next sentence " hazy, she's not a haze." turns into other meaning. "(wu-nyu) " represents one of the 28 stars, and it brings out the logic of next sentence "She comes at midnight hour; she goes with starry rays." which shows how those girls are like. Consequently, the last two sentences "She comes like vernal dreams that cannot stay and goes like morning clouds that melt away." gave the vision of how transient their date is. Poet employs "dreams" and "morning clouds", which is a story about king of Chu dynasty that he only could meet his lover in the dream, to describe the secret date. Moreover, the language about the sexual feeling is indirect, and has been modified poetically. poetry image analysis
Poet wrote about life's unnamable void in a misty way. The lost is memorable, official courtesans are not a flower or a haze, and they are intangible, remarkable as vernal dreams and morning cloud. The willow is green as jade, the river is flat and clear as mirror. With this lovely atmosphere, girl heard the voice of her lover from the riverside. He is singing alone and walking closer, then girl wonders he might have the same feeling to her, however, girl is not so sure. Thus, she comes up with some unpredictable situation, the man are like weather in summer, who knows the timing of raining. Sometimes it is raining here but the sun shining there; it is unpredictable for weather to be rainy or sunny. poetry image analysis
The scene is clam and the sound is alive, through those images around the girl to express the state of mind. The girl love someone, but deep down she is not sure the man feels the same. She have a hope, but doubtful; her feeling is joyful, but anxious.
'Two Orders of Signification' Analysis Process for Poetry and Cultural Code
'Two orders of signification' analysis process operates under hierarchical construction to analyze the meaning of symbolic representation, and each order has 'signifier' and 'signified'. Signifier and Signified of first order use words to display outer meaning. 'A Flower It Seems' (Hua Fei Hua) analysis is directly showed in rhetoric, general readers can see the concrete representation after analyzing, such as flower, fog, midnight, dawn, to go, coming, a spring dream, and dew. Literally, it only can help understanding the time, the scene, and the action of this poem described, but knowing few about the real concept of author tend to say; therefore, the poem must through the organization and analysis of second order to lead to the bliss which is surging in author's heart, but cannot see directly in the words. Furthermore, the signifier of second order is extended out by 'signifier' and 'signified' of first order: In this poem, we can further understand why the author took flowers as example to describe the beauty of official whores; the fog is like a romance cannot tell publicly; the spring dream, dew and the action of coming and gone way tells the short of good times, and the connotation is extended out by 'signified' of second order. Consequently, poetry text describe natural and history literally, but its main conveys a beautiful of official whores fall in a secret love with someone, a pleasure time in the blink of an eye; the situation conveys a joy in transiency, like life is none can predict. The spring dream and dew described how time is gone fast and how pleasure is hard to approach, and appeared poet's sensitive emotional transition (Table 4) , with same techniques, obtained the two orders of signification of 'Bamboo Twig song' (Table 5) . 
Signified (symbolic meaning)
Poem concept: Poet wrote about life's unnamable void in a misty way. The lost is memorable, official courtesans are not a flower or a haze, and they are intangible, remarkable as vernal dreams and morning cloud.
Sign (second order-inner meaning) Table 5 . Two Orders of Signification of Liu Yu-Xi's 'Bamboo Twig Song' (Zhu Qi Ci).
Zhu Zhi Ci (Bamboo twig song) Signifier
The scene is clam and the sound is alive, through those images around the girl to express the state of mind.
(1) willow/ river: the scene of spring (2) voice of singing: the man singing while walking (3) sunrise: sunny day (4) rain: rainy day (not sunny day)
Signified
The reflection of girl's feeling about love relationship, and she have a hope but doubtful.
(1) willow/ river: the scene of spring symbolizes the love relationship (2) sound of singing: Love is like intangible haze. It can only be hearing, but not be seeing. (3) sunrise/ rain: the weather imply the feeling of the man if he likes her.
Sign (first order-outer meaning) Signifier (physical meaning)
(1) willow/ river: the feeling of love, wonderful (2) voice of singing: guess, reaction, illusion (3) sunrise/ rain: perturbed, unpredictable
Signified (symbolic meaning)
Poem concept: The girl love someone, but deep down she is not sure the man feels the same. She have a hope, but doubtful; her feeling is joyful, but anxious.
Sign (second order-inner meaning)
Design Elements Extraction.
Visual digitization is applied in cultural goods that are for market segmentation and benefit increasing. In this stage, based on expert questionnaire analysis, offer the results of semiotic 'Two orders of signification' analyzing as option for experts to check elements. Based on experts' view of their profession for years, established this intangible cultural assets can be properly converted into design elements. Experts' investigation procedure is as follows: (1) to extract 'signifier' and 'signified' of poetry contents by Roland Barthes' 'Two orders of signification'; (2) inviting five experts who are versed in Chinese very well to answer the questionnaire survey; (3) recovering and completing questionnaire, analyze it and take its results as references for visualization design.
Analysis of Survey Results
Step four: using semiotic 'Two orders of signification' to analyze the extensional meaning of first order, is the analysis of visual image symbol (signifier) and the words' utterance meaning (signified); the connotation of second order, that is, extracting the denotative meanings of words and its connotation. Survey results of first order with 'signifier' of first order show rare differences, and some 'signified' in words analysis has more obvious effect. Therefore, the survey results show that semiotic theory analysis is an effective way to convey the poetry characteristics and connotations, and some 'signified' can really show the emotion. The selected elements have the same idea with parts of 'signified' in second order.
2-D Visual Digitization Design
To integrate poetry contents analysis and semiotic 'Two orders of signification' with 2-D visual digitization design for the spirit and connotation of Chinese poetry. Figure 2 stop-motion animation of Bai Ju-Yi's 'A Flower It Seems' (Hua Fei Hua) is a preliminary study for overall film produce. In this poem, the interaction of male and female leads directly shows their love cannot be wished, that is seem dew in transiency, there is only sad emotion left. Figure 3 is the final edition of 2-D visual digitization design from time to time. The poetic behind the poem, that is, 'You come like a dream of spring, oh, so brief. Gone as the morning clouds to where I will never know.' Flower blossoming and the fog lifting are interpreted life is beautiful and time goes by. Beautiful butterfly is a metaphor that shows lovers separated after all. In the end of this background, people left only sad emotion. 
Conclusions
The main issue of this study is intangible cultural asset digital visualization design of cultural product design application. EsTablelishing an effective model of product design and development, proposed procedures that could assist designers who work on cultural intangible cultural product and try to applied intangible culture in real product creation. The result of this study found:
1. Government accompanies domestic economic development in recent year, actively promoting the connection with digital content and cultural creative industry, and expecting to build an innovative service of cultural creative digitalization with 'digital humanities' as basis.
2. This research took China's valuable intangible cultural assets of the classical 'poems' as an example to verify this model's success. Artistic conception of Chinese poetry is memorable, and it presents the society and historic experience faraway. The meaning behind it often shows life experiences, feature of the country and culture. Therefore, who successfully extracted its intangible cultural code and transformed into cultural product. It would help the promotion of cultural creative industries vitality and recognition of cultural heritage.
3. Through digital visualization and image extraction of cultural code which are transferred into product design, is not only for understanding the implicit spirit of Chinese poems, but combined with cultural preservation concepts.
Enhancing the recognition and sense of belonging of traditions of people. This study combines digital technology, humanities and design industries.
Creating products with cultural character by intangible cultural assets. Materializing the precious traditional cultural connotation through transformed design symbols.
4. Taiwan face the highly competitive global economic development and knowledge economy value added rising, 'cultural products designing global marketing' is an important industrial policy to revive the economy today. Therefore, apply 'digital humanities' concept on messages with multiple-based, and master the emotional recognition and social value system that cultural image shown. Those bring intangible cultural assets into popular design trend; will make traditional artistic culture more close to the public life of community.
